April 20, 2020
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all members for a fantastic opening
weekend. It was great to see everyone smiling and enjoying themselves. I am
happy to say that everyone is abiding by our current protocols and measures to
create a safe environment for all. We believe that golf provides a much needed
physical, social and mental health break after many of you have been under self
imposed isolation, something we’ve never been faced with in our lifetime.
With upwards of 50% increase in demand with no commerce (malls, restaurant,
gyms, sporting events, ect.), golf is currently the only hospitality facility nonessential service being operational. This combined by Government imposed
restriction of 50 people maximum, thus operating at 50% of normal capacity for our
entire grounds sprawling over 251 acres, this including Team-Mates, has created a
phenomenon we’ve never encountered ever before. Hoping this will be a once in a
lifetime occurrence. If it doesn’t, I’m moving to a top of a mountain!!!!


To provide best possible access to all members under the current Interior
Health Authority restrictions (50 people on the property at one time), we ask
that members try to avoid playing days in succession. Please allow your
fellow members the opportunity to play as well.



If you need to change or cancel a tee time, please notify us within 72 hours
of the booking, so we may reach out to anyone on our waiting list who are
patiently waiting for an opportunity.



Our tee times start at 9 am because of frost possibilities. Effective May 1st
our first tee time will be 7 am. This will allow us to have more availability
with tee times. We are watching temperature forecast in trying to assess if
the opportunity of releasing a few earlier tee times may be a possibility.

Reminder


Arrive no earlier than 15 minutes prior to your designated tee time.
Arriving earlier, you may be asked to leave and return at the appropriate
time.



We respectively ask that all members leave immediately after completion of
their round to help keep our number of members on site static throughout
the day.



Driving Range is for Pre-Round warm-up only. No Drivers on the range. No
practice, this includes the chipping greens.



When you finish your round please return your used pull carts & power carts
to the median in the parking lot where you first accessed them.



All power carts and pull carts are cleaned and sanitized with Sani-Cide
(Commercial Grade product currently used at KGH) after each use.



Clubhouse & On-Course washrooms are cleaned and sanitized every hour.
Soap containers contain disinfected solution (70% alcohol content)

With the demand for tee times being excessive due to the current Health Authority
restrictions, the self-isolation for the past few weeks and golf courses currently
being the only recreational facility open, we thank you for everyone’s
understanding and patience with the current situation. We are hopeful the
restriction of maximum 50 people on the property at once lifts (Vancouver Health
Authorities has lifted this restriction for all Vancouver golf courses this past Friday).
Should anything change in the days to come, we will notify you immediately and
create expanded opportunity to all members.

Stay Safe & Healthy!
Gilles Dufort
Executive Professional/General Manager
The Harvest Golf Club LTD.

